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(54) VEHICLE CHARGING POINTS INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

(57) The invention concerns a system for managing
at least a charging points network comprising at least a
management server, at least a database for storing in-
formation related to the charging points, of said network,
providing energy to electric vehicles, at least a hardware
and software architecture comprising set of modules for
the management of users and the configuration of charg-
ing points or charging points park, at least a memory for
storing data and a processor for executing a program
stored in the memory to implement the functionalities of

each module, said management system being charac-
terized in that it provides at least an interface for a charg-
ing point operator in order to manage and configure its
own charging points network and at least an user inter-
face, said user interface comprising communication tools
allowing the user to choose at least a type of connector
and a type of charging point protocol, corresponding to
a given vehicle, from the charging point operator infra-
structure.
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Description

FILED OF INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of
charging points infrastructure for electric vehicle and
more precisely to a system for the management of such
infrastructure.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Electric vehicles are nowadays are increasingly
used and as the other vehicles, functioning by means of
fossil fuels (meaning liquid fuels), electric vehicles need
infrastructures, like stations, providing the energy re-
quired for their functioning. Although said stations are
not numerous, the increasing number of electric vehicles
will promote the installation of such stations or large
banks or parks of electric vehicle service equipment
(EVSE). EVSEs are commonly called "chargers", even
though this is not technically precise.
[0003] Such bank of electric vehicle is disclosed in WO
2014/062909 which teaches a controller wired to charg-
ing points and controlling such points. However this doc-
ument teaches only the constitution of a bank restricted
to one operator and does not teach how to constitute and
manage a plurality of network of banks belonging to sev-
eral operators.
[0004] Even though large banks of EVSE are made
available, and some or all of them might be occupied by
an electric vehicle at a time, a user would like to be in-
dependent of a service provider (charging points opera-
tor) for charging its vehicle. Further each operator would
like to be able to deliver electricity to any users even
those having not a subscription.
[0005] Furthermore an operator would appreciate a
system with flexibility enabling the installation of new
chargers, for obtaining a park or bank of chargers, for
facilitating the update of material and the configuration
of the network.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The present invention has as its object to obvi-
ate certain drawback of the prior art by offering a means
for controlling in a flexibly way a charging points network
or a charging park comprising a set of charging points.
[0007] This goal is achieved by a system for managing
at least a charging points network comprising at least a
management server, at least a database for storing in-
formation related to the charging points, of said network,
providing energy to electric vehicles, at least a hardware
and software architecture comprising at least a module
«charging point» for configuring and/or monitoring and/or
maintaining detailed asset inventory of the charging
points, or at least a module «booking» comprising com-
puter-executable instructions for handling the booking
process of the charging point, said computer architecture

(1) comprising at least a communication means (6a, 6b)
for exchanging information with the charging point (4)
and/or an external system and/or a user device or mobile,
at least a memory for storing data and a processor for
executing a program stored in the memory to implement
the functionalities of each module, said management
system being characterized in that the computer-execut-
able code of «charging point» module (1a) provides at
least an interface for a charging point operator (5a, 5b)
in order to manage and configure its own charging points
network and save it on the server of the management
system in a memory part only accessible to the operator
or to the users customer of the operator or the computer-
executable instructions of the "booking" module provides
at least a communication interface, with a user interface
comprising tools for allowing the user to choose remotely
at least a type of connector, corresponding to a given
vehicle, and at least a communication with a charging
point of the network of the operator (5a, 5b) infrastructure
for receiving such information in the system and for pro-
ceeding to a booking in the network under the control of
the management system.
[0008] According to another feature, the computer-ex-
ecutable instructions of the «booking» module, on the
server, enables the functionalities of:

• locking a connector within a charging point, in order
to be used only by a specific identification card and
for the booking timeframe;
or

• remotely locking a connector of a charging point, in
order to be used only by the information contained
on the user specific identification card for a booking
timeframe, by means of a remote device or a remote
communication interface, and then unlocking the
chosen connector at the charging point by the iden-
tification card used to lock said connector;

[0009] According to another feature, computer-execut-
able instructions of the «charging point» module control:

• the remote management of charging points through
the execution of remote actions on said charging
points, or

• the tracking of the charging points status changes or
• the monitoring of communications availability within

said charging points.

[0010] According to another feature, the computer-ex-
ecutable instructions of the «charging point» module is
providing easy management interface to allow CP group-
ing in charging parks and complete management of the
CP connectors (or sockets) by establishing and memo-
rizing for each park a list of CP identifiers (IDcp) and
location of CP sites of a park and associated with each
CP a list of connectors present on each CP of a park.
[0011] According to another feature, A system accord-
ing to claim 1, characterized in that the charging point
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detail information generated during configuration com-
prise a general data section or «tab», this section com-
prises at least one or several of: the CP identity (IDcp),
the Hostname or the name assigned to the CP that can
be solved with a DNS (domain name server) system, the
language chosen for the CP, the contact, location of the
CP, the CP time zone (for time conversion) and data for-
mat supported by the CP; an address section or tab for
the location of the CP.
[0012] According to another feature, the charging point
detail information generated during configuration com-
prise a hardware (HW) parameter section or «tab» mem-
orized in system memory which include the information
about the CP manufacturer, the protocol used for the CP,
the firmware reference, the model of the CP, the CP IP
address.
[0013] According to another feature, the charging point
detail information generated during configuration com-
prise an extra configuration section or «tab» memorized
in system memory which includes the extra configuration
flags that shape how the management system interacts
with the CP (4) to help on defining different OCPP inter-
pretations and behaviors with different CP manufactur-
ers.
[0014] According to another feature, the charging point
detail information generated during configuration com-
prise a connector section or «tab» memorized in the
memory of the system and comprising the connector ID,
the type of the connector, the maximum (allowed) volt-
age/amperage, the status, the recharge model (connec-
tor recharge mode), the identifier of the scheduled book-
ing at the connector.
[0015] According to another feature, the charging point
detail information generated during configuration ena-
bles the user to execute on demand remote configuration
on the CP, and to choose the parameter to configure on
a "Parameters" combo, while the management system
waits the CP response, a waiting clock is displayed.
[0016] According to another feature, the parameters
included in this tab may comprise, for example:

• HeartBeatlnterval,
• ConnectionTimeOut,
• ResetRetries,
• ChargePointld,
• ProximityContactRetries,
• ProximityLockRetries,
• BlinkRepeat,
• Ligthlntensity,
• MeterValueSamplelnterval.

[0017] According to another feature, the architecture
also comprises a module «administration» comprising
computer-executable instructions to let the management
system know that a Charge Point is still connected, a
Charge Point send a Heartbeat.req PDU after a config-
urable time interval HeartBeatlnterval; Upon receipt of a
Heartbeat.req PDU, the management system shall re-

spond with a Heartbeat.conf; The response PDU shall
contain the current time of the management system,
which is recommended to be used by the Charge Point
to synchronize its internal clock.
[0018] According to another feature, the computer-ex-
ecutable instructions of the «booking» module of the
management system, request a booking by sending a
ReserveNow.req PDU to a charging point with the option
the management system specify a connector to be
booked; and wait for a response of the charging point
with a ReserveNow.conf PDU; if the reservationId in the
request matches a booking in the charging point, then
the charging point shall replace that booking with the new
booking in the request; if the reservationId does not
match any booking in the charging point, then the charg-
ing point shall return the status value "ACCEPTED" if it
succeeds in booking a connector; the charging point shall
return "OCCUPIED" if the charging point or the specified
connector are occupied; the charging point shall also re-
turn "OCCUPIED" when the charging point or connector
has been booked for the same or another idTag; the
charging point shall return "FAULTED" if the charging
point or the connector are in the faulted state.
[0019] According to another feature, the computer-ex-
ecutable instructions of the management system «book-
ing» module, triggers the following behavior if the charg-
ing point accepts the booking request, then it shall refuse
charging for all incoming idTags on the booked connec-
tor, except when the incoming idTag or the parent idTag
match the idTag or parent idTag of the booking.
[0020] According to another feature, when Reserve-
ConnectorZeroSupported parameter of the «charging
point» module, is set to "TRUE" the charging point sup-
ports bookings on connector 0; if the connectorld in the
booking request is 0, then the charging point shall not
book a specific connector, but shall make sure that at
any time during the validity of the booking, one connector
remains available for the booked idTag.
[0021] According to another feature, according the
computer-executable instructions of the «booking» mod-
ule, a booking shall be terminated on the charging point
when either (i) a transaction is started for the booked
idTag or parent idTag and on the booked connector or
any connector when the booked connectorld is 0, or (ii)
when the time specified in expiryDate is reached, or (ii)
when the Charge Point or connector are set to "FAULT-
ED" or "UNAVAILABLE".
[0022] According to another feature the computer-ex-
ecutable instructions of the «booking» module, enables
management system to request a charging point to un-
lock a connector when the charging point shall send an
UnlockConnector.req PDU.
[0023] According to another feature, after a call of The
EV drivers to the CPO help-desk, an operator could man-
ually trigger the sending of an UnlockConnector.req to
the Charge Point, forcing a new attempt to unlock the
connector.
[0024] According to another feature, computer-execut-
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able instructions provide that upon receipt of an Unlock-
Connector.req PDU, the charging point shall respond
with a UnlockConnector.conf PDU; the response PDU
shall indicate whether the charging point was able to un-
lock its connector; or if there was a transaction in progress
on the specific connector, then charging point shall finish
the transaction first.
[0025] According to another feature, the architecture
also comprises a module «administration» comprising
computer-executable instructions for configuring appli-
cations and defining permissions along with their asso-
ciation with different roles supported by said architecture.
[0026] According to another feature, the architecture
also comprises a module «energy» comprising compu-
ter-executable instructions for retrieving and monitoring
the energy consumption.
[0027] According to another feature, the architecture
also comprises a module «monitoring» for supervising
the overall system, the communications, the transactions
and the events.
[0028] According to another feature, the architecture
also comprises a module «users» comprising computer-
executable instructions for the management of the elec-
tric vehicle user.
[0029] According to another feature, the architecture
also comprises a module «reports» comprising compu-
ter-executable instructions for producing reports related
to the operation of the charging points.
[0030] According to another feature, the module «ad-
ministration» comprises computer-executable instruc-
tions for:

• configuring the firmware to be sent to a set of charg-
ing points for upgrading, or

• providing a white list or list of RFID card to be sent
to said set of charging points depending on the
charging points configuration, or

• managing and configuring the way to group the
charging points, or

• managing external charging points operators in or-
der to delegate the charging point maintenance to
the users, said external charging points operators
users having access to a sub-set of the functionali-
ties of the architecture.

[0031] According to another feature, the computer-ex-
ecutable instructions of the module «administration» (1f)
shall send a SendLocalList.req PDU to send the list to a
Charge Point. The SendLocalList.req PDU shall contain
the type of update (full or differential) and the version
number that the Charge Point must associate with the
local authorization list after it has been updated; Upon
receipt of a SendLocalList.req PDU, the management
system shall wait for a response from the Charge Point
with a SendLocalList.conf PDU; The response PDU shall
indicate whether the Charge Point has accepted the up-
date of the local authorization list. If the status is Failed
or VersionMismatch and the updateType was Differen-

tial, then management system should retry sending the
full local authorization list with updateType Full.
[0032] According to another feature, a module «ener-
gy» comprises computer-executable instructions for an-
alyzing the charging points power network stability, load
balancing and managing the charging transactions.
[0033] According to another feature, a module «mon-
itoring» comprises computer-executable instructions for
sending notifications to the actors or operators that can
take corrective action if an unexpected situation occurred
within the charging point infrastructure.
[0034] According to another feature, the module
«monitoring » comprises computer-executable instruc-
tions for the geolocation of events, by means of at least
a camera and a localization device, in order to provide
to a charging point operator a visual and quick idea of
the states of the charging points.
[0035] According to another feature, the module «mon-
itoring» comprises computer-executable instructions for
storing the events with a criticality parameter, in the mem-
ory of the architecture, and for taking into account the
criticality and configuration of each event for suggesting
corrective actions.
[0036] According to another feature, the configuration
of each event, by the charging point operator, allows the
execution of instant orders to perform some additional
action over the charging points.
[0037] According to another feature, a module «users»
comprises computer-executable instructions for creat-
ing, reading, updating and deleting the information of a
user stored in a memory of the system and providing
access control through an RFID card or similar to a charg-
ing point and managing the authorization process to be
overcome by the user before charging the vehicle.
[0038] According to another feature, the module «us-
ers» comprises computer-executable instructions for del-
egation of the final authorization check to another exter-
nal system, for example to a clearing system, in case that
the service of final authorization check of the operator is
not available.
[0039] According to another feature, the module «us-
ers» comprises computer-executable instructions for
providing a user group management and whitelist distri-
bution to the charging points to save it in the charging
points to reduce the amount of data to be transferred at
the time of a transaction or operation.
[0040] According to another feature, a module «re-
ports» comprises computer-executable instructions for
exporting data, analyzing data and generating reports in
order to provide tools to the operator for their organization
and analysis.
[0041] According to another feature, the module «re-
ports» comprises computer-executable instructions for
providing access to different tools that allow for retrieving
only the information interesting a specific group of users.
[0042] According to another feature, a module «admin-
istration» comprises computer-executable instructions
for defining the internal events and the administrator’s
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data management.
[0043] According to another feature, the module «ad-
ministration» comprises computer-executable instruc-
tions for configuring attributes that affect the system be-
havior and customizing the final user interface.
[0044] According to another feature, the module
«booking» comprises computer-executable instructions
for allowing the charging points operator to switch from
the status «direct» charging points to the status «book-
able» charging points.
[0045] According to another feature, the module
«booking» comprises computer-executable instructions
for verifying that the bookings are not overlapped and
that the user arrives at the expected timeframe of booking
and, creating internal events in order to track the booking
steps and any unexpected incident or abnormal situation.
[0046] According to another feature, the management
system provides a set of web services with operations to
exchange information with third party systems.
[0047] According to another feature, the set of servic-
es, provided by said management system, comprises:

• a charge point service to request any information or
to send direct orders to the charging points;

• a RFID check service to confirm if a users are au-
thorized to start charging transactions;

• a session report service to communicates to external
systems the information related with the charging
transactions flow;

• a booking report service to notify all the status chang-
es of the booking,

• a whitelist service to distribute asynchronously a
whitelist of RFID cards to all the charging points of
the charging points operator network in background.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0048] Other features and advantages of the present
invention will appear more clearly upon reading the fol-
lowing description, given with reference to the appended
drawings, in which:

- figure 1 is a schematic representation of the man-
agement system according one embodiment;

- figure 2 represents the role of the components of the
hardware and software architecture of the manage-
ment system according one embodiment;

- figure 3 is a schematic representation of the software
layer and connection possibilities of the hardware
and software architecture of the management sys-
tem according one embodiment;

- figure 4 represents a display of a GIS (geographic
information system) interface for the localization of
charging points, according one embodiment;

- figure 5 represents a display of the detail charging
point page of the module «charging point» of the
architecture, either on the server or on the operator
or on the mobile of the user, according one embod-

iment;
- figure 6 represents a display of the detail charging

point page of the module «charging point» of the
architecture, according another embodiment;

- figure 7 represents a display of the charge detail
record provided by the module «energy» of the ar-
chitecture, according one embodiment;

- figure 8 represents a display of a report provided by
the module «reports» of the architecture, according
one embodiment;

- figure 9 represents a display of a report of events
provided by the module «reports» of the architecture,
according one embodiment;

- figure 10 represents a display of a report of the latest
events provided by the module «reports» of the ar-
chitecture, according another embodiment;

- figures 11 and 12 represent the displays of a dash-
board reporting the state of the infrastructure of a
given charge points operator (CPO), according one
embodiment;

- figure 13 represents a display of the interface of the
module «users» of the architecture, according an-
other embodiment;

- figure 14 represents a display of the interface of the
management tables provided by the module «admin-
istration» of the architecture, according another em-
bodiment;

- figure 15 represents a display of the general data
section containing information about charging park
according one embodiment;

- figure 16 represents a display of the address section
providing the information about the address of a
charging park or point, according one embodiment;

- figure 17 represents a display of the a hardware (HW)
parameter section providing information about the
charging point, in one embodiment;

- figure 18 represents a display of the connector sec-
tion providing the information about the connectors
used for a given charging point, according one em-
bodiment;

- figures 19a and 19b represent the displays of the
OCPP (open charging point protocol) operations that
can be sent remotely to a given charging point, ac-
cording one embodiment;

- figures 20a and 20b represent the displays of the
OCPP (open charging point protocol) communica-
tion section providing the different options about the
configuration of the protocol of a given charging
point, according one embodiment;

- figures 21a and 21b represent the displays respec-
tively of the booking section providing the information
about the booking of a charging point and the events
section reporting the latest events concerning charg-
ing points, according one embodiment;

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0049] The present invention concerns a system for
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managing at least a network of at least a charging point
operator (CPO), said network being constituted by a plu-
rality of charging points for electric vehicles, located on
a territory such for instance a country.
[0050] With said management system the charging
point operator (CPO) can perform the remote operations.
[0051] In some embodiments the system for managing
at least a charging points (CPs) network comprising at
least a management server (2, figure 1), at least a data-
base (3) for storing information related to the charging
points (4), to said network, providing energy to electric
vehicles, at least a hardware and software architecture
(1, figure 2) comprising at least a module «charging
point» (1a) comprising computer-executable instructions
for configuring and/or monitoring and/or maintaining de-
tailed asset inventory of the charging points, a module
«energy» (1b) for retrieving and monitoring the energy
consumption, a module «monitoring» (1c) for supervising
the overall system (for example high temperature, con-
nection lock failure, ground failure, overload, etc.), the
communications, the transactions and the events, a mod-
ule «users» (not represented) for the management of the
electric vehicle user (EVu), for example through a RFID,
a module «reports» (1e) for producing reports related to
the operation of the charging points (CPs), a module «ad-
ministration» (1f) for configuring applications and defin-
ing authorizations along with their association with differ-
ent roles supported by said system, or at least a module
«booking» or «reservation» (not represented) compris-
ing computer-executable instructions for handling the
booking process of each charging point (CP), via SOAP
(for Simple Object Access Protocol) web service, said
computer architecture comprising at least a communica-
tion means (6a,6b) for exchanging information with the
charging point (CP) and/or an external system and/or a
user device or mobile, at least a memory for storing data
and a processor for executing a program stored in the
memory to implement the functionalities of each module,
said management system being characterized in that the
computer-executable code of «charging point» module
(1a) provides at least an interface for a charging point
operator (5a, 5b) in order to manage and configure its
own charging points network and save it on the server
of the management system in a memory part only acces-
sible to the operator or to the users customer of the op-
erator or the computer-executable instructions of the
«booking» module provides at least a communication in-
terface, with an user interface (for example a web service
interface) comprising tools for allowing the user to choose
remotely at least a type of connector corresponding to a
given vehicle, and at least a communication with a charg-
ing point of the network of the operator (CPO) (5a, 5b,
figure 1) infrastructure for receiving such information in
the system and for proceeding to a booking in the network
under the control of the management system.
[0052] For the booking or reservation of a charging
point (4), a user can choose one of the functionalities
provided by the computer-executable instructions of

«booking» module, said computer-executable instruc-
tions enabling, on the server, the functionalities, for ex-
ample, of:

• locking a connector within a charging point (4), in
order to be used only by a specific identification card
and for the booking timeframe;
or

• remotely locking a connector of a charging point (4),
in order to be used only by the information contained
on the user specific identification card for a booking
timeframe, by means of a remote device or a remote
communication interface, and then unlocking the
chosen connector at the charging point by the iden-
tification card used to lock said connector.

[0053] An administrator by means of the module «ad-
ministration» (1f), can activate a set of functionalities for
the proper functioning of a charging point (4) or a park
of charging points. In some embodiment, said function-
alities comprising:

• configuring the firmware to be sent to a set of charg-
ing points for upgrading by memorizing the firmware
and a list of charging points and the communication
links to be used for said update, or

• providing the whitelist or list of RFID cards to be sent
to said set of charging points (4) depending on the
charging points (4) configuration, or

• managing and configuring the way to group the
charging points (4) by offering a graphical interface
to enable an administrator to group selected charg-
ing points, or

• managing external charging points operators (5a,
5b) in order to delegate the charging point (4) main-
tenance to the users, said external charging points
operators (5a, 5b) users having access to a sub-set
of the functionalities of the architecture (1).

In some embodiment, the module "administration" (f)
comprising the management of a master data tables.
These tables being able for configuring applications and
defining permissions along with their association with dif-
ferent roles supported by the architecture of the present
invention.
[0054] In some embodiments, the module "administra-
tion" comprises further the functionalities of:

• At least one Master table’s management
• Roles and permission definition,
• Events definition and search events: the system of

the present invention manages all the events gen-
erated by the charge point network, providing a com-
prehensive dashboard, which provides information
about the charging points’ status in near real time
(available, occupied, reserved, high temperature,
connection lock failure, ground failure, overload,
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etc).

[0055] By whitelist, we means a list or register of enti-
ties, for example and without limitation a RFID card, that
are being provided a particular privilege, service, mobil-
ity, access or recognition. Entities on the list will be ac-
cepted, approved and/or recognized.
[0056] By firmware, we mean a software or an integrat-
ed program in a hardware (for example: a computer, an
application programming interface (API), a hard drive, a
router, etc.) so as to allow said hardware to operate.
[0057] The management system is a complete solution
for the management and control of charging point (CP)
networks. With said management system a charging
point operator (CPO) or a plurality of CPOs (5a, 5b) hav-
ing connected their networks to the system can perform
the remote operations of their CPs (4) including config-
uration, supervision, monitoring and control in real time,
reducing the maintenance time and saving operational
costs.
[0058] The management system allows the authoriza-
tion and authentication of the end-user, the management
of the charging transactions and the collection of the
charge detail records (CDR) for billing purposes. More-
over, the CP booking is handled entirely by the manage-
ment system.
[0059] The management system, also, manages all
the events generated by each charging point network
and transmitted to the management system, providing a
comprehensive dashboard, which gives information
about the CPs (4) states in real-time (available, occupied,
reserved, etc).
[0060] The CPO (5a, 5b) can generate reports related
to charging transactions, energy consumption, user
charging patterns, etc.
[0061] The management system has an integration in-
terface which publishes a set of services that offer infor-
mation about the charging point network, such as get full
details from a CP (4). An authorized third party system
can access those interfaces.
[0062] The management system is a complete solution
for the centralized management and remote control of
charging points.
[0063] In some embodiments the management system
can provide the following functionalities:

• flexible charging point configuration is provided by
the module «charging point» for supporting different
vendor Open Charging Point Protocol (OCPP) inter-
pretations and versions memorized in the system by
said module and for providing a coherent and unified
view of the infrastructure;

• in addition, the management system comprise a
module for supporting different communication con-
figurations such as proxies, GPRS (General Packet
Radio Service), CP with dynamic IP (Internet proto-
col), CP with fixed IP, hypertext transfert protocol
(http) secure connection, different OCPPP contexts,

etc.;
• a module supporting all the CP (4) maintenance op-

erations needed by a CPO: firmware update, remote
configuration change, communication monitoring,
protocol messages tracking, event messages man-
agement, on demand remote operations, detailed re-
porting about infrastructure usage and status (exam-
ple: charging transactions and CDR), and whitelist
management;

• a module («charging point» module) providing, by
means of its computer-executable instructions, easy
management interface to allow CP (4) grouping in
charging parks and complete management of the
CP connectors (or sockets) by establishing and
memorizing for each park a list of CPs (4) identifiers
(IDcp) and location of CP sites of a park and asso-
ciated with each CP a list of connectors present on
each CP of a park;

• booking engine, for example via web service, for re-
alizing the following capabilities: expiration, author-
ization, optional charging point blocking, notification
status change, cluster management, CP switching
(from a bookable to no bookable according CP oc-
cupancy and booking mean), etc.;

• The web frontend supports localization;
• Different Web user profiles are considered. The Web

page navigation options and fields are generated dy-
namically according to the profile. The current pro-
files are: Global Administrator, Aggregator, Opera-
tor, EV-user and External Company Operator;

• A module for managing the EVu, including the au-
thorization processes needed to access to the charg-
ing infrastructure. The concepts involved by said
module are: RFID cards, RFID groups, CP status
and validation of users (valid and without active
transactions).

[0064] On one hand, the management system is able
to integrate with different charging point vendors regard-
less of their OCPP protocol version and communications
architecture (1’, shown for example on figure 3). On the
other hand, said management system allows the integra-
tion with third parties to exchange relevant information
such as the CDR (charge detail records) for billing pur-
poses.
[0065] Furthermore, the management system offers a
service layer in order to provide information to the electric
vehicle user, through either the web or the mobile appli-
cation (App).
[0066] For example and without limitation, an architec-
ture (software part) of the management system is depict-
ed on figure 3. The architecture (1’) can include several
layers:

• a layer for managing the charge spots (2’) comprising
different charging configuration (for example: charge
park, stand alone charging points, or fast charger),

• a layer for connectivity (3’) comprising the means for
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communication between the system and the charg-
ing points infrastructure (for example: global system
for mobile (GSM) or universal mobile telecommuni-
cation system (UMTS), a machine to machine (M2M)
communication, or internet),

• an adapters layer (4’) comprising different charging
point operator’s protocols (for example: such as IEC-
15118),

• a tools layer (5’) comprising tools to access services
provided or managed by the charging points infra-
structure (for example web access, database),

• a back-ends layer (6’) for the integration of third party
interface, comprising for example the GIS support
for localization of the charging points.

[0067] The information flow between each layer of the
architecture is obtained by means of communication
means (7’), for example a message-oriented interfaces.
[0068] In some embodiments, the computer-executa-
ble instructions of the «charging point» module (1a) con-
trol:

• the remote management of charging points (4)
through the execution of remote actions on said
charging points (4), for example by sending to the
CP locking command orders for a time range within
a timeframe or receiving information from the CP
concerning energy consumption, power network in-
formation, load balancing and charging transactions,
or

• the tracking and memorizing of the charging points
(4) status changes, for instance receiving the occu-
pation or failure status of charging points, or

• the monitoring of communications availability within
said charging points (4).

[0069] The module «charging point» (1a) is arranged
to provide at least one or several of following actions:

• maintaining a detailed and up-to-date asset inven-
tory of the charging point infrastructure;

• on demand execution of remote actions on groups
of charging points according to different criteria;

• an integration with GIS (geographic information sys-
tem) applications (see for example figure 4);

• the management of firmware update management
and centralized distribution;

• to manage the CP bookings created by the end us-
ers, for example via the web service or the user in-
terface;

• the interoperability in order to be compliant with dif-
ferent standard protocols (currently OCPP and other
planned such as IEC-15118).

[0070] Figure 4 shows, for example, the display of a
GIS interface. A user can search, with his mobile or Ipad
device, for a charging point or the charging points park
of a given operator in a specific region (for example in

Europe). The charging points, corresponding to the re-
quest, are presented on a map in groups (4a, 4b) as blue
circles and the address (40a) of a given set of charging
points or park can be obtained by a zooming function
included in the GIS. Once the user chooses a charging
point or a charging points park, he can thus proceed to
a booking.
[0071] The detail of the charging point (4) information
and operations managed by the management system is
described in a charging point detail page as shown on
figures 5 and 6.
[0072] The charging point detail page, shown for ex-
ample on figure 5 provides access to all the information
on a CP: address (shown for example on figure 6), con-
figuration, connectors of different types and association
with determined list of vehicle regularly updated on each
new vehicle presentation (shown for example on figure
7), health checks, bookings, OCPP messages ex-
changed and events.
[0073] Moreover, this page allows executing on de-
mand operations on the CP for the following topics:
OCPP Operations and software (SW) configuration.
[0074] The charging point detail information may com-
prise:

• a general data section or «tab» (shown for example
on figures 6 and 15): this section comprises the CP
(4) identity (ID), the Hostname or the name assigned
to the CP that can be solved with a DNS (domain
name server) system, the language chosen for the
CP, the contact, location of the CP, the CP time zone
(for time conversion) and data format supported by
the CP;

• an address section or tab (shown for example on
figures 6 and 16) for the location of the CP;

• a hardware (HW) parameter section or «tab» (shown
for example on figures 6 and 17): this section may
include the information about the CP manufacturer,
the protocol used for the CP, the firmware reference,
the model of the CP, the CP IP address, etc.

• an extra configuration section or «tab»: this tab in-
cludes the extra configuration flags that shape how
the management system interacts with the CP (4).
This extra configuration provides a great flexibility at
a CP level. These flags help on defining different
OCPP interpretations and behaviors. The OCPP
protocol does not provide detailed descriptions
about how the CP should behave at some points.
Thus, different CP behaviors are possible and cor-
rect. The management system handles all of them
in order to provide a unified CP network view. This
tab includes the different flags introduced in the man-
agement system to configure each CP behavior ac-
cording to the real experience on the integration with
different CP manufacturers.

• a connector section or «tab» (shown for example on
figure 18): this tab may includes in the memory of
the system the connector ID, the type of the connec-
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tor, the maximum (allowed) voltage/amperage, the
status, the recharge model (connector recharge
mode), the identifier of the scheduled booking at the
connector. This information shall be used to send
messages to the CPs of a park and control their op-
eration;

• an OCPP operations section or «tab» (shown for ex-
ample on figures 19a and 19b): in this tab, the user
can execute on demand remote operations on the
CP. The user can choose the operation on the «Se-
lect Operation» combo. While the management sys-
tem waits the CP response, a waiting clock is dis-
played and if there is some error, a message is
shown as, for example, on figure 20a. If the operation
executes successfully, the CP response is shown,
as for example on figure 20b indicating a successful
operation message received by OCPP through net-
work and delivered by the remote CP on which an
operation was requested.

[0075] The OCPP operations may comprise opera-
tions such as for example:

• ChangeAvailabilty;
• ClearCache;
• RemoteStartTransaction;
• RemoteStopTransaction;
• Reset;
• GetDiagnostics;
• UnclockConnector;

[0076] Each operation message sent to a CP needs
specific parameters as input. The parameters meaning
is the same as OCPP 1.2 or 1.5, depending on the CP
protocol. Depending on the selected operation, the man-
agement system dynamically asks to the system memory
for the input parameters needed.
[0077] The management system verifies the type, con-
tent and format of each parameter.
[0078] In some embodiments, the charging point in-
forms the management system of its state and any rele-
vant occurrences during normal operation. If there is
nothing to report, the charging point will send at least a
Heartbeat message at a predefined interval. Under nor-
mal circumstances this is just fine, but what if the man-
agement system has (whatever) reason to doubt the last
known state? What can a management system do if a
firmware update is in progress and the last status notifi-
cation it received about it was much longer ago than could
reasonably be expected? The same can be asked for the
progress of a diagnostics request. The problem in these
situations is not that the information needed isn’t covered
by existing messages. The problem is strictly a timing
issue. The charging point has the information, but has
no way of knowing that the management system would
like an update.
[0079] The TriggerMessage.req makes it possible for
the management system, to request the charging point,

to send charging point-initiated messages. In the request
the management system indicates which message it
wishes to receive. For every such requested message
the management system may optionally indicate to which
connector this request applies. The requested message
is leading: if the specified connector identity, connectorld,
is not relevant to the message, it should be ignored. In
such cases the requested message should still be sent.
[0080] Inversely, if the connectorld is relevant but ab-
sent, this should be interpreted as "for all allowed con-
nectorld values". For example, a request for a statusNo-
tification (request) for connectorld = 0 is a request for the
status of the charging point. A request for a status Noti-
fication without the connectorld is a request for multiple
statusNotifications: the notification for the charge point
itself and a notification for each of its connectors.
[0081] In some embodiments, the charging point shall
first send the TriggerMessage response, before sending
the requested message. In the TriggerMessage.conf (re-
sponse) the charging point shall indicate whether it will
send it or not, by returning "ACCEPTED" or "REJECT-
ED". It is up to the charging point if it accepts or rejects
the request to send. If the requested message is unknown
or not implemented the charging point shall return "NOT
IMPLEMENTED".
[0082] Messages that the charging point marks as
"ACCEPTED" should be sent. The situation could occur
that, between accepting the request and actually sending
the requested message, that same message gets sent
because of normal operations. In such cases the mes-
sage just sent may be considered as complying with the
request.
[0083] The TriggerMessage mechanism is not intend-
ed to retrieve historic data. The messages it triggers
should only give current information. A MeterValues mes-
sage triggered in this way for instance should return the
most recent measurements for all measureables config-
ured in configuration key MeterValuesSampledData. The
messages StartTransaction and StopTransaction have
been left out of this mechanism because they are not
state related, but by their nature describe a transition.
[0084] In some embodiments, the management sys-
tem can request a charging point to unlock a connector.
To do so, the management system shall send, as mes-
sage, an UnlockConnector.req PDU (Protocol Data Unit)
[0085] The purpose of this message is to help EV driv-
ers that have problems unplugging their cable from the
charging point in case of malfunction of the connector
cable retention. When an EV driver calls the CPO help-
desk, an operator could manually trigger the sending of
an UnlockConnector.req to the charging point, forcing a
new attempt to unlock the connector. Hopefully this time
the connector unlocks and the EV driver can unplug the
cable and drive away.
[0086] The UnlockConnector.req should not be used
to remotely stop a running transaction, in this case one
should use the remote stop transaction instead.
[0087] Upon receipt of an UnlockConnector.req PDU,
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the charging point shall respond with a UnlockConnec-
tor.conf PDU. The response PDU shall indicate whether
the charging point was able to unlock its connector.
[0088] If there was a transaction in progress on the
specific connector, then the charging point shall finish
the transaction first as described in stop transaction.
[0089] UnlockConnector.req is intended only for un-
locking the cable retention lock on the connector, not for
unlocking a connector access door.
[0090] In some embodiments, the charging point detail
information may, also, comprise:

• a software (SW) configuration section or «tab»: in
this tab the user can execute on demand remote
configuration on the CP. The user can choose the
parameter to configure on a "Parameters" combo.
While the management system waits the CP re-
sponse, a waiting clock is displayed. The parameters
included in this tab may comprise, for example:

- HeartBeatlnterval,
- ConnectionTimeOut,
- ResetRetries,
- ChargePointld,
- ProximityContactRetries,
- ProximityLockRetries,
- BlinkRepeat,
- Ligthlntensity,
- MeterValueSamplelnterval.

The parameters need the new configuration val-
ue as input. The configuration meaning is the
same as OCPP 1.2 or 1.5, depending on the CP
protocol. The management system uses the se-
lected configuration to dynamically ask for the
input parameters needed. The management
system is arranged to verify the type, content
and format of each parameter;

• a communication health check section or «tab» to
show the health ? of the upward and downward com-
munications. This tab also memorize and shows the
timestamp of the latest messages exchanged;

• a booking section or «tab» (shown for example on
figure 21a) is memorized in the system to enable the
system to show all the information related to the
bookings;

• a message traceability section or «tab» is memo-
rized to show the latest OCPP messages exchanged
with that CP. This tab includes detailed information
about the OCPP exchange with the CP: name of the
operation, request and response timestamps and re-
quest and response messages. If the user presses
the xml link on the screen, the complete OCPP XML
message is shown as a popup window;

• an events section or «tab» (shown for example on
figure 21b) to show the latest events related to that
CP.

[0091] In some embodiments, a server (2, fig 1) of the
management system is connected to a database (3) re-
lating to the charging points (4). The connection between
the said charging points (CPs) and the database can be
a wire (6b) connection (shown as continuous line on fig-
ure 1) or a wireless (6a) connection (shown as dashed
line on figure 1), for example GPRS, wifi, etc.
[0092] The network may comprise several charging
points operators (CPO). For example and without limita-
tion, the network may comprise a CPO-A (5a) and a CPO-
B (5b), each charging points operator, CPO-A and CPO-
B, being responsible for the management of a CP (CP-
A or CP-B) or a charging points park composed by sev-
eral charging points, for example CP1-A to CPn-A for the
CPO-A and CP1-B to CPm-A. The charging points, the
charging points park or the charging points operators are
not necessarily located in the same geographical region.
For example and without limitation, the CPO-A and its
charging points infrastructure can be located in France
whereas the CPO-B and its charging points infrastructure
can be located in Spain. Each CPO (A and B) has an
interface, provided by the management system, that can
be used to access to the management server (2) of the
management system in order to configure its own charg-
ing points or park. The configuration consists of giving
the information about each CP (4) of the charging points
infrastructure. The information may comprise, for exam-
ple, the manufacturer of the CP (4), the type of connec-
tors, the protocol and also the communication means for
monitoring the CP (4) or the CPs park. Each CPO (A or
B) can only have access or configure its own charging
points network. The server (2) checks, before any mod-
ification of the data memorized and related to a given CP
(4) or given CPO (5a, 5b), that the modification order
exactly concerns an equipment of the network of said CP
by for example checking the CPO identifier with the CP
identifier which should include all or part of CPO identifier
or checking a list of correspondence between CP and
CPO identifiers, even if the access of each operator are
secure by encryption or identification key. The server (2)
of the management system, by means of the module
«monitoring», collects the data given by the CPO (5a,
5b) and stores them. The server (2) comprises all the
protocol to be used for the CPs. The CPO (5a, 5b) can
choose and update several connectors or protocols of
charging points. The list of connectors and protocol as-
sociated to each CP (4) of each CP park can be used by
the electric vehicles users, by means of an interface, de-
pending on the characteristics of their vehicles.
[0093] In some embodiments, the functionalities of the
module «energy» (1b) comprise analyzing the charging
points power network stability, load balancing and man-
aging the charging transactions.
[0094] The management of the charging transactions
comprises authorizing, controlling, storing and monitor-
ing of the transactions, their charging time and the energy
consumed to provide real-time information to the charg-
ing point operator (5a, 5b).
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[0095] The module «energy» (1b) can also provide:

• the management of charge detail record (CDR), stor-
age and integration with other IT-Backend systems
(customer relationship management (CRM), bill-
ing...);

• a vehicle-to-grid (V2G) support: capability to inte-
grate with distribution management systems (DMS)
to help on assuring the grid stability.

[0096] By vehicle-to-grid system, we mean a system
in which plug-in electric vehicles, such as electric cars
(BEVs) and plug-in hybrids (PHEVs), communicate with
the power grid to sell demand response services by either
delivering electricity into the grid or by throttling their
charging rate.
[0097] A charge detail record (shown for example on
figure 7) can contain information about the type connec-
tor used, the energy consumption, the start date and end
date of the charging process, the RFID number used to
access to the charging point, the user identity (optional),
the operator (5a, 5b, figure 1) or the location of the charg-
ing point (4, figure 1).
[0098] In some embodiments, the functionalities of the
module «monitoring» (1c) comprise sending notifications
to the actors or operators (5a, 5b) that can take corrective
action if an unexpected situation occurred within the
charging point (4) infrastructure.
[0099] The functionalities of the module «monitoring»
(1c) also comprise:

• the geolocation of events, by means of at least a
camera and a localization device, in order to provide
to a charging point operator a visual and quick idea
of the states of the charging points;

• storing the events with a criticality parameter (for ex-
ample high temperature, connection lock failure,
ground failure, overload, etc.), in the memory of the
architecture (1), by taking into account the criticality
and configuration of each event for suggesting cor-
rective actions stored in a database;

• the configuration of each event, by the charging point
operator, allows the execution of instant orders to
perform some additional action over the charging
points.

[0100] The management system also generates inter-
nal events in order to notify of unexpected situations. For
example and without limitation: receive a start transaction
message from an unavailable CP (4). The latest events
related to a CP (4) are shown at the charging point detail
page (see figure 10).
[0101] The management system implements a super-
vision process that verifies the CP (4) status based on
the upwards and downwards communications with the
CPs network. These communications are checked in
background on a periodic basis. The periodicity and the
time buffers considered within those verifications are

configurable by the CPO (5a, 5b).
[0102] The management system makes sure that each
communication check is done at least one time a day for
each CP (4).
[0103] The events (shown for example on figure 9) are
generated when any CP (4) communication change is
verified, in order to notify such status change to the CPO
(5a, 5b). If any of the communication does not work, the
CP (4) is considered «KO» as a global communication
status. On the other hand, if both communications (up-
wards and downwards) are successful, the CP commu-
nication status is «OK».
[0104] The CPO (5a, 5b) can see, for example, at a
dashboard (shown for example on figures 11 and 12), in
a visual manner, an overview of the CPs status of its
infrastructure.
[0105] The module «users» is a module for the man-
agement of the electric vehicle user (EVu), including the
authorization process needed to access to the charging
infrastructure, their status within the system and the val-
idation of those users, etc.
[0106] In some embodiments, the features or function-
alities of the module «users» comprise:

• users management that includes the classical oper-
ations over their information: creating, reading, up-
dating and deleting the information of a user;

• providing access control through an RFID (Radiof-
requency identification) card or similar and the au-
thorization process to overcome before charging the
vehicle;

• the delegation of the final authorization check to an-
other external system (for roaming purposes), for ex-
ample a clearing system (or a bank account), in case
that the service of final authorization check of the
operator is not available;

• user group management (for example fleets) and
whitelist distribution to the charging points to reduce
the amount of data transferred.

[0107] If, during the control of the access to a given
charging point, the user does not have a RFID card or
the RFID card does not work properly due to a default,
a credit card can be used for the transaction in replace-
ment of said RFID card.
[0108] Figure 13 shows, en example of an interface for
users. The interface includes boxes to fill with, for exam-
ple, a user name, birth date, etc.
[0109] In some embodiments, the module «reports»
(1e, figure 1) includes a predefined set of reports. They
are related to the activity in the charging points, such as
consumption, load profiles, etc. The features or function-
alities provided by the module «reports» (1e) comprises:

• analyzing data and generating reports in order to pro-
vide tools to the operator for their organization and
analysis (Load profile, events, maximum/minimum
consumption, charging point’s state and usage,...);
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• providing flexible and customizable reports. The out-
put includes classical formats such as PDF, Excel
and others;

• support for decision-making by providing access to
different tools that allow for retrieving only the infor-
mation interesting a specific group;

• orientation of an end-user: any user can easily ac-
cess the information regardless of their technical
knowledge. Also, the management system shows
the information in several ways (lists, summaries,
and GIS, see for example figure 8);

• exporting bulk data.

[0110] In some embodiments, the module «adminis-
tration» (1f) includes a master table’s management.
These tables, for example 7a and 7b shown on figure 14,
are necessary for the application configuration and the
permissions definition along with their association with
the different roles supported by the management system.
Moreover, the functionalities of the module «administra-
tion» (1f) comprise defining of the internal events and the
administrator’s data management.
[0111] The module «administration» can provides fea-
tures such as:

• a configuration of attributes that affect the system
behavior and customize the final user interface. For
example and without limitation, attributes such that
«bookable» corresponding to a bookable charging
points or «direct» corresponding to a charging point
which is not able to be reserved or can be used for
an efficient use of the system or the user interface;

• an administrator management to perform the classi-
cal operations such as create, read, update and de-
lete;

• a management and configuration of:

- a firmware to be send to a set of CPs. The CP
(4) will upgrade its firmware with the new image
(firmware) file;

- a whitelist or the list of RFID cards to be send
to a set of CPs (the list transfer may be full or
differential, depending on the CP configuration);

- a cluster and charging park by grouping the CPs
(4).

• external CPO users: a CPO (5a, 5b) can delegate
the CP (4) maintenance to users. The external CPO
users only have access to a sub-set of the manage-
ment system features.

[0112] In some embodiments, the management sys-
tem can send a local authorization list that a charging
point can use for authorization of the identity tags, idTags.
The list may be either a full list to replace the current list
in the charging point or it may be a differential list with
updates to be applied to the current list in the charging
point.

[0113] The management system shall send a SendLo-
calList.req PDU to send the list to a charging point. The
SendLocalList.req PDU shall contain the type of update
(full or differential) and the version number that the charg-
ing Point must associate with the local authorization list
after it has been updated.
[0114] Upon receipt of a SendLocalList.req PDU, the
charging point shall respond with a SendLocalList.conf
PDU. The response PDU (Protocol Data Unit) shall indi-
cate whether the charging point has accepted the update
of the local authorization list. If the status is "Failed" or
"VersionMismatch" and the updateType (meaning the
type of update) was "Differential", then management sys-
tem should retry sending the full local authorization list
with updateType "Full".
[0115] From now on, a bookable charging point will be
called «bookable» charging point (rCP) and a charging
point which is not able to be reserved will be called «di-
rect» charging point (dCP).
[0116] In some embodiments, the functionalities of the
module «booking» comprise allowing the charging points
operator (CPO) to switch the «direct» charging points
(dCP) to «bookable» charging points (rCP).
[0117] The management system verifies that the book-
ings are not overlapped and that the user arrives at the
expected timeframe of the booking. The management
system creates internal events in order to track the book-
ing steps and any unexpected incident or abnormal sit-
uation such as a user not identified within the timeframe.
[0118] The detailed booking information of each con-
nector is shown at the "charging point detail" page.
[0119] In some embodiments, the architecture pro-
vides a set of web services with operations to exchange
information with third party systems, for example and
without limitation, a roaming services as Hubject or Lad-
enetz, billing systems as Kiwhi Pass or delegation of us-
ers (and their RFID cards) authorization to other legacy
systems. The set of services, provided by the architec-
ture, comprises a charge point service, a RFID check
service, a session report service, a booking service, a
booking report service and a whitelist service.
[0120] The charge point service can be accessed by
any authorized external system that interacts with the
architecture to request any information or to send direct
orders to the CP (4). Operations to request information
about the CP (4) comprise:

• get CP information: provides detailed CP information
according to the input CP identifier;

• request CP status: provides the CP status according
to the input CP identifier.

• search charging points by distance: takes into ac-
count the input GPS coordinates and the distance
and returns all the CPs that are available within the
ratio.

[0121] The architecture, by means of the charge point
service, also allows real time operation integration with
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legacy systems, forwarding orders to the charging points
(CP) such as:

• remote start transaction: this operation requests the
remote start transaction. This action is useful for in-
tegrations with mobile applications;

• remote stop transaction: this operation requests the
remote stop transaction. This action is useful for in-
tegrations with mobile applications;

• unlock socket: this operation requests the unlock
socket operation.

[0122] The RFID check service is a web service, con-
sumed by the management system that is published by
an external system. Its usage and location is configura-
ble. The configuration is at a CPO (5a, 5b) level.
[0123] If the local user authorization, inside the man-
agement system, is not activated, this web service is re-
sponsible to confirm if the users are authorized to start
charging transactions.
[0124] The session report service, consumed by the
management system, is also a web service that is pub-
lished by an external system. This web service commu-
nicates to external systems the information related with
the charging transactions flow:

• send the charge detail record (CDR) with the detailed
information about the charging transaction (user,
start, stop, CP, connector and consumption);

• send the status changes of the charging transaction
(start, stop, progress, error).

[0125] The management system publishes the book-
ing web service with the main booking operations in order
to facilitate automated access to:

• book: this operation requests the scheduling of a new
booking. The request can be accepted, rejected (pro-
viding a list of alternatives CP), or marked as con-
current because at that timeframe the RFID has an-
other booking scheduled,

• update booking: this operation requests to update
some data of a specific booking. The request can be
accepted, rejected (providing a list of alternatives
CP), or marked as concurrent because at that time-
frame the RFID has another booking scheduled,

• cancel booking: this operation cancels a previous
booking,

• search booking: this operation searchs a specific
booking and get all the details,

• search bookings: this operations returns a list of
bookings that accomplishes some specific criteria.

[0126] The booking report service, utilized by the man-
agement system, is a web service published by an ex-
ternal system. The configuration is at a CPO level. The
management system uses this web service in order to
notify all the status changes of the booking (booked, con-

firmed, error, canceled, expired, busy, completed, occu-
pied).
[0127] The whitelist service is published by the man-
agement system in order to automate the whitelist distri-
bution to the CPs. This Web Service receives a new
whitelist of RFID cards and is responsible to distribute
asynchronously this whitelist to all the CPs of the CPO
network in background.
[0128] In some embodiments, the management sys-
tem can issue a ReserveNow.req PDU to a charging point
to book a connector for use by a specific idTag.
[0129] To request a booking the management system
shall send a ReserveNow.req PDU to a charging point.
The management system may specify a connector to be
reserved. Upon receipt of a ReserveNow.req PDU, the
charging point shall respond with a ReserveNow.conf
PDU.
[0130] If the reservationId (identifier of the booking or
reservation) in the request matches a booking in the
charging point, then the charging point shall replace that
booking or reservation with the new booking or reserva-
tion in the request.
[0131] If the reservationld does not match any booking
in the charging point, then the charging point shall return
the status value "ACCEPTED" if it succeeds in booking
a connector. The charging point shall return "OCCU-
PIED" if the charging point or the specified connector is
occupied. The charging point shall also return "OCCU-
PIED" when the charging point or connector has been
reserved for the same or another idTag. The charging
point shall return "FAULTED" if the charging point or the
connector is in the faulted state. The charging point shall
return "UNAVAILABLE" if the charging point or connector
is in the unavailable state. The charging point shall return
"REJECTED" if it is configured not to accept bookings.
[0132] If the charging point accepts the booking re-
quest, then it shall refuse charging for all incoming idTags
on the booked connector, except when the incoming id-
Tag or the parent idTag match the idTag or parent idTag
of the booking.
[0133] When the configuration key "ReserveConnec-
torZeroSupported" is set to "TRUE", the charging point
supports bookings on connector 0. If the connectorld in
the booking request is 0, then the charging point shall
not book a specific connector, but shall make sure that
at any time during the validity of the booking, one con-
nector remains available for the booked idTag. If the con-
figuration key "ReserveConnectorZeroSupported" is not
set or set to "FALSE", the charging point shall return "RE-
JECTED".
[0134] If the parent idTag in the booking has a value
(it is optional), then in order to determine the parent idTag
that is associated with an incoming idTag, the charging
point may look it up in its local authorization list or au-
thorization cache. If it is not found in the local authoriza-
tion list or authorization cache, then the charging point
shall send an Authorize.req (authorization request) for
the incoming idTag to the management system. The Au-
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thorize.conf response contains the parent-id (parent’s
identity).
[0135] A booking shall be terminated on the charging
point when either: (i) a transaction is started for the
booked idTag or parent idTag and on the booked con-
nector or any connector when the booked connectorld is
0, or (ii) when the time specified in expiryDate (expiry
period) is reached, or (iii) when the charging point or con-
nector are set to "FAULTED" or "UNAVAILABLE".
[0136] If a transaction for the booked idTag is started,
then charging point shall send the reservationId in the
StartTransaction.req PDU (Start Transaction request) to
notify the management system that the booking is termi-
nated.
[0137] When a booking expires, the charging point
shall terminate the booking and make the connector
available. The charging point shall send a status notifi-
cation to notify the management system that the booked
connector is now available.
[0138] If charging point has implemented an authori-
zation cache, then upon receipt of a ReserveNow.conf
PDU the charging point shall update the cache entry, if
the idTag is not in the local authorization list, with the
IdTaglnfo (information concerning IdTag) value from the
response as described under authorization cache.
[0139] In some embodiments, a charging point sends
a heartbeat after a configurable time interval to let the
management system know that a charging point is still
connected.
[0140] The charging point shall send a Heartbeat.req
PDU for ensuring that the management system knows
that a charging point is still alive.
[0141] Upon receipt of a Heartbeat.req PDU, the man-
agement system shall respond with a Heartbeat.conf.
The response PDU shall contain the current time of the
management system, which is recommended to be used
by the charging point to synchronize its internal clock.
[0142] The charging point may skip sending a Heart-
beat.req PDU when another PDU has been sent to the
management system within the configured heartbeat in-
terval. This implies that a management system should
assume availability of a charging point whenever a PDU
has been received, the same way as it would have, when
it received a Heartbeat.req PDU.
[0143] With JSON (JavaScript Objects Notation) over
WebSocket, sending heartbeats is not mandatory. How-
ever, for time synchronization it is advised to at least send
one heartbeat per 24 hour.
[0144] The management system, also, provides a set
of features such as:

• an interoperability, the management system using
standard communication protocols at its interfaces
(web Services with the electromobility stakeholders
and open charging point protocol (OCPP) with the
CPs) to boost interoperability at all levels at with all
the parties involved. The usage of standards avoids
vendor lock-in and facilitates enterprise integration;

• a security ensured at different levels ranging from
the use of TLS (transport layer security) to the use
of digital certificates at the communications, encryp-
tion of sensitive data at the database and restricted
access to information at the web front-end;

• a traceability to ensure that all the changes in the
infrastructure and the critical messages will be
stored, to ensure a complete rollback in case of error;

• a Multilanguage function to ensures that the solution
can be adapted to any language. That feature is ap-
plied at different levels: the front-end, the messages
send to the end-user, logs, etc;

• an integration platform and gateway to manage and
control the charging infrastructure;

• graphic and rich customer interfaces to provide a
visual system, due to the vast amount of information
generated, that allows seeing at a glance all the
charging points’ information in real-time (geoloca-
tion, state, alarms...) avoiding complex data search-
es;

• a software as a service (SaaS), the management
system being offered as a SaaS to save costs and
ensuring a complete functionality with a secure ac-
cess to the information. A SaaS is a commercial soft-
ware model in which said software is installed on
remote servers rather than on a user’s computer.

[0145] The management system may, also, include a
validation process oriented towards the charging point
manufacturers. This process enables manufacturers of
charging points to prove the integration of their products
with an open charging point control system such as the
management system. Once integration has been veri-
fied, the charging point manufacturer will obtain a certif-
icate proving the compatibility with the management sys-
tem. This certification allows the use of a seal of the man-
agement system.
[0146] The validation process includes a series of ac-
tivities to be performed by both parties in order to confirm
correct integration between the two technology platforms
(the management system and the charging points).
[0147] The present application describes various tech-
nical features and advantages with reference to the fig-
ures and/or various embodiments. Those skilled in the
art will understand that the technical features of a given
embodiment can in fact be combined with features of
another embodiment unless explicitly stated otherwise,
or unless the combination does not provide a solution to
at least one of the technical problems mentioned in the
present application. In addition, the technical features
described in a given embodiment can be isolated from
the other technical features of this embodiment unless
explicitly stated otherwise.
[0148] It must be obvious to those skilled in the art that
the present invention allows embodiments in many spe-
cific forms without departing from the field of application
of the invention as claimed. Consequently, the present
embodiments must be considered as illustrations, but
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can be modified in the area defined by the scope of the
appended claims, and the invention must not be limited
to the details given above.

Claims

1. A system for managing at least a charging points
network comprising at least a management server
(2), at least a database (3) for storing information
related to the charging points (4), of said network,
providing energy to electric vehicles, at least a hard-
ware and software architecture (1) comprising at
least a module «charging point» (1a) comprising
computer-executable instructions for configuring
and/or monitoring and/or maintaining detailed asset
inventory of the charging points, or at least a module
«booking» comprising computer-executable instruc-
tions for handling the booking process of the charg-
ing point, said computer architecture (1) comprising
at least a communication means (6a, 6b) for ex-
changing information with the charging point (4)
and/or an external system and/or a user device or
mobile, at least a memory for storing data and a proc-
essor for executing a program stored in the memory
to implement the functionalities of each module, said
management system being characterized in that
the computer-executable code of «charging point»
module (1a) provides at least an interface for a charg-
ing point operator (5a, 5b) in order to manage and
configure its own charging points network and save
it on the server of the management system in a mem-
ory part only accessible to the operator or to the users
customer of the operator.

3. A system according to claim 1, characterized in
that the computer-executable instructions of the
«charging point» (1a) module control:

• the remote management of charging points (4)
through the execution of remote actions on said
charging points (4), or
• the tracking and memorizing of the charging
points (4) status changes or
• the monitoring of communications availability
within said charging points (4).

4. A system according to claim 1, characterized in
that the computer-executable instructions of the
«charging point» (1a) module is providing easy man-
agement interface to allow CP (4) grouping in charg-
ing parks and complete management of the CP con-
nectors (or sockets) by establishing and memorizing
for each park a list of CP (4) identifiers (IDcp) and
location of CP sites of a park and associated with
each CP a list of connectors present on each CP of
a park.

5. A system according to claim 1, characterized in
that the charging point detail information generated
during configuration comprise a general data section
or «tab», this section comprises at least one or sev-
eral of : the CP (4) identity (IDcp), the hostname or
the name assigned to the CP that can be solved with
a DNS (domain name server) system, the language
chosen for the CP, the contact, location of the CP,
the CP time zone (for time conversion) and data for-
mat supported by the CP; an address section or tab
for the location of the CP.

6. A system according to claim 1, characterized in
that the charging point detail information generated
during configuration comprise a hardware (HW) pa-
rameter section or «tab» memorized in system mem-
ory which include the information about the CP man-
ufacturer, the protocol used for the CP, the firmware
reference, the model of the CP, the CP IP address.

7. A system according to claim 1, characterized in
that the charging point detail information generated
during configuration comprise an extra configuration
section or «tab» memorized in system memory
which includes the extra configuration flags that
shape how the management system interacts with
the CP (4) to help on defining different OCPP inter-
pretations and behaviors with different CP manufac-
turers.

8. A system according to claim 1, characterized in
that the charging point detail information generated
during configuration comprise a connector section
or «tab» memorized in the memory of the system
and comprising the connector ID, the type of the con-
nector, the maximum (allowed) voltage/amperage,
the status, the recharge model (connector recharge
mode), the identifier of the scheduled booking at the
connector.

9. A system according to claim 1, characterized in
that the charging point detail information generated
during configuration enables the user to execute on
demand remote configuration on the CP, and to
choose the parameter to configure on a "Parame-
ters" combo, a waiting clock being displayed while
the management system waits the CP response.

10. A system according to claim 9, characterized in
that the parameters included in this tab may com-
prise, for example:

• HeartBeatlnterval,
• ConnectionTimeOut,
• ResetRetries,
• ChargePointld,
• ProximityContactRetries,
• ProximityLockRetries,
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• BlinkRepeat,
• Ligthlntensity,
• MeterValueSamplelnterval.

11. A system according to claim 1 and 10, charac-
terized in that the architecture (1) also comprises a
module «administration» (1f) comprising computer-
executable instructions to let the management sys-
tem know that a charging point is still connected, a
charging point send a Heartbeat.req PDU after a
configurable time interval HeartBeatlnterval; upon
receipt of a Heartbeat.req PDU, the management
system shall respond with a Heartbeat.conf; the re-
sponse PDU shall contain the current time of the
management system, which is recommended to be
used by the charging point to synchronize its internal
clock.

12. A system according to claim 1 and 11, charac-
terized in that the module «administration» (1f)
comprises computer-executable instructions for
configuring applications and defining permissions
along with their association with different roles sup-
ported by said architecture (1).

13. A system according to claim 1, characterized in
that the architecture (1) also comprises a module
«energy» (1b) comprising computer-executable in-
structions for retrieving and monitoring the energy
consumption.

14. A system according to claim 1, characterized in
that the architecture (1) also comprises a module
«monitoring» (1c) comprising computer-executable
instructions for supervising the overall system, the
communications, the transactions and the events.

15. A system according to claim 1, characterized in
that the architecture (1) also comprises a module
«users» comprising computer-executable instruc-
tions for the management of the electric vehicle user.

16. A system according to claim 1, characterized in
that the architecture (1) also comprises a module
«reports» (1e) comprising computer-executable in-
structions for producing reports related to the oper-
ation of the charging points.

17. A system according to one of claims 1, 10 or 11,
characterized in that the module «administration»
(1f) comprises computer-executable instructions
for :

• configuring the firmware to be sent to a set of
charging points (4) for upgrading, or
• providing a white list or list of RFID card to be
sent to said set of charging points (4) depending
on the charging points (4) configuration, or

• managing and configuring the way to group the
charging points (4), or
• managing external charging points operators
(5a, 5b) in order to delegate the charging point
maintenance to the users, said external charg-
ing points operators (5a, 5b) users having ac-
cess to a sub-set of the functionalities of the ar-
chitecture (1).

18. A system according to claim 1 or 17, character-
ized in that the computer-executable instructions of
the module «administration» (1f) shall send a Send-
LocalList.req PDU to send the list to a charging point.
The SendLocalList.req PDU shall contain the type
of update (full or differential) and the version number
that the charging point must associate with the local
authorization list after it has been updated; Upon re-
ceipt of a SendLocalList.req PDU, the management
system shall wait for a response from the Charge
Point with a SendLocalList.conf PDU; The response
PDU shall indicate whether the Charge Point has
accepted the update of the local authorization list. If
the status is Failed or VersionMismatch and the up-
dateType was Differential, then management sys-
tem should retry sending the full local authorization
list with updateType Full.

19. A system according to claim 13, characterized
in that the module «energy» (1b) comprises com-
puter-executable instructions for analyzing the
charging points (4) power network stability, load bal-
ancing and managing the charging transactions.

20. A system according to claim 14, characterized
in that the module «monitoring» (1c) comprises
computer-executable instructions for sending notifi-
cations to the actors or operators that can take cor-
rective action if an unexpected situation occurred
within the charging point (4) infrastructure.

21. A system according to claim 1 or 14 or 20, char-
acterized in that the module «monitoring» (1c) com-
prises computer-executable instructions for the ge-
olocation of events, by means of at least a camera
and a localization device, in order to provide to a
charging point operator (5a, 5b) a visual and quick
idea of the states of the charging points.

22. A system according to one of claim 1 or 14 or 20
or 21, characterized in that the module «monitor-
ing» (1c) comprises computer-executable instruc-
tions for storing the events with a critical ity param-
eter, in the memory of the architecture (1), and for
taking into account the criticality and configuration
of each event for suggesting corrective actions.

23. A system according to one of the claim 5 to 9,
characterized in that the configuration of each
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event, by the charging point operator (5a, 5b), allows
the execution of instant orders to perform some ad-
ditional action over the charging points (4).

24. A system according to claim 15 characterized
in that the module «users» comprises computer-ex-
ecutable instructions for creating, reading, updating
and deleting the information of a user stored in a
memory of the system and providing access control
through an RFID card or similar to a charging point
and managing the authorization process to be over-
come by the user before charging the vehicle.

25. A system according to claim 1 or 15 or 24, char-
acterized in that the module «users» comprises
computer-executable instructions for delegation of
the final authorization check to another external sys-
tem, for example to a clearing system, in case that
the service of final authorization check of the oper-
ator (5a, 5b) is not available.

26. A system according to one of claim 1 or 15 or 24
or 25, characterized in that the module «users»
comprises computer-executable instructions for pro-
viding a user group management and whitelist dis-
tribution to the charging points (4) to save it in the
charging points to reduce the amount of data to be
transferred. At the time of a transaction or operation.

27. A system according to claim 1, characterized in
that it comprises a module «reports» (1e) comprising
computer-executable instructions for exporting data,
analyzing data and generating reports in order to pro-
vide tools to the operator for their organization and
analysis.

28. A system according to claims 27 characterized
in that the module «reports» (1e) comprises com-
puter-executable instructions for providing access to
different tools that allow for retrieving only the infor-
mation interesting a specific group of users.

29. A system according to claim 1 or 11 or 17 or 18,
characterized in that a module «administration»
(1f) comprises computer-executable instructions for
defining the internal events and the administrator’s
data management.

30. A system according to claim 1 or 11 or 17 or 18
or 29, characterized in that the module «adminis-
tration» (1f) comprises computer-executable in-
structions for configuring attributes that affect the
system behavior and customizing the final user in-
terface.

31. A system according to claim 1, characterized in
that it provides a set of web services with operations
to exchange information with third party systems.

32. A system according to claim 31, characterized
in that the set of services, provided by said man-
agement system, comprises:

• a charge point service to request any informa-
tion or to send direct orders to the charging
points;
• a RFID check service to confirm if a users are
authorized to start charging transactions;
• a session report service to communicates to
external systems the information related with the
charging transactions flow;
• a booking service to facilitate automated ac-
cess to operations related to booking of a charg-
ing point;
• a booking report service to notify all the status
changes of the booking,
• a whitelist service to distribute asynchronously
a whitelist of RFID cards to all the charging
points of the charging points operator network
in background.
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